
HDC Data Center Cabinets
What are the applications for the solution?
It is ideal for secure mounting of network or server equipment at 
Enterprise or Colocation customer sites. 

How strong is the cabinet?
It is a very strong steel cabinet with a welded frame that 
can support a 4,000 lbs. static load, and a 2,500 lbs. dynamic load.

Does the cabinet ship with all required hardware?
Every cabinet includes casters, leveling feet, M6 cage nuts and screws, 
ganging/baying brackets, and anchor brackets.

Can you route power and data cables into the cabinet from above?
Yes, the cabinet top includes a full width brush opening on the front and rear. 
It’s sized to easily accommodate large plugs seen in Power Distribution Unit (PDUs) power cords.

What cable management is included with the cabinet? 
2 lacing brackets*, 2 PDU mounting brackets, and 8 cable management rings.
Note: * 1 lacing bracket for 600mm wide and 1000mm deep solution, due to limited available space.

Do the doors provide for proper airflow? 
Yes, the front and rear doors are metal construction, and provide a robust 77% opening space. 

Are the rails movable? Yes, they can be secured at the desired depth for mounting equipment.

Does the cabinet support hot or cold aisle containment?
Yes, the standard dimensions and metal hardware allow for installation of containment solutions.  
Contact your local Hubbell sales representative for more information.

What about grounding? The cabinet components are grounded and includes a grounding 
stud for equipment.

Is the front door reversable? Yes, it is a simple single person task, including reversing the lock.

What is the typical lead time for a standard cabinet in black? 15 days for stocked cabinets in black.

Is white available as a standard? 
Yes, as a non-stocked catalog item. Depending on size and volume the typical lead time is 6 to 8 weeks.

What is the product warranty period?
Two year full product replacement warranty. See HDC cabinet terms and conditions for more details.
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